Map of Consciousness after Bodily Death
This is a map of what happens to you after you die and how we want to study it
and fund those studies. It is a work in progress and not yet complete. But it is a
beginning.
Tile 1
You, whoever you are

Why this document is important to you.
We have determined that reincarnation has been proven scientifically based on a
preponderance of the evidence and the underlying mathematics.
Reincarnation however is one modality of consciousness and this document maps
your consciousness across your own death and the journey you are on. In that
sense it provides you a new perspective on your life and what is to come.
Whatever religion you are or whatever you believe in this science validates your
beliefs and updates them, providing context and factual information.
You may not believe this premise. The only way you can know is to go on the
journey this map provides and examine the facts for yourself. Then make your
own determination.
This is an atlas, a series of maps, of human consciousness. Who should read this
and why?
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If you are under 35 it tells you what the future will be like and how to navigate it
to be successful, protect your family, and how to do it.
It is a map like no other and to understand consciousness and how it operated we
have to go beyond your death and back again. And we have to prove it beyond a
reasonable doubt. In short, you have to be convinced this is the case. That will be
done with science and math.
If you are over 35 you may not well be able to respond to this information
because it more than challenges your beliefs, in incorporates them and over turns
them resulting in a model that rewrites religious law across all religions and
changes the very structure of how we globally govern ourselves and manage our
planet based on our understanding of our reality by writing a common
constitution based on wellness and wealthness to be implemented across 195
countries of the world.
Wellness ‐Wellness is the act of practicing healthy habits on a daily basis to
attain better physical and mental health outcomes, so that instead of just
surviving, you're thriving.
Wealthness ‐Wealthness is the act of profiting from providing services and
conditions to attain better physical and mental outcomes. This goes to the
implementation of those laws to achieve this. There are huge business
opportunities in this science to those business men who understand its
significance.
All of this can be reduced to one thought, the amount of data that we can
manage will soon surpass all the data that comprises our bodies and our lives.
Reincarnation is just another way to manage that data. We do it now on our
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computers and send data loads to the cloud and a new computer, soon data
management and reincarnation will simply be a new discipline inside the science
of reincarnation. By 2050 we will be projected to be able to upload to the cloud
and back down all of the data that comprises the human body. The evidence
that this is already happening is now so overwhelming that funds are needed to
explore human consciousness beyond death in a meaningful scientific way. That
means mapping the landscape and the timescape.
If time can be likened to a stream these maps will help you navigate as go
downstream in your life. You can best navigate the stream if you can manage the
current. What you are is information.
One final word about how you personally will react to this information.
If you are from the greatest generation born before 1945 you are most likely
dead.
If you are a boomer, born between 1946 and 1964 your belief system is so
entrenched that this information will be difficult to believe.
If you are Generation X born between 1964 and 1981 the college graduates of this
generation will see rather than a belief system, a data management system.
If you are a millennial born between 1981 and 1998 you will see this information
as environmentally sound with good social values.
If you are a Generation Z individual born between 1998 and 2021 you will see in
the upload and download of information to cloud the fractal similarity to birth
and death and you will see that we are nothing but data coded in our DNA and
the quantum energy that produces that state. You will also understand that in
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your immediate future we will be able to upload and download more information
to the cloud than is contained in the human body.

Let me tell you what we know about you if you are reading this.
1‐You are conscious
2‐You were born on Earth
3‐You are mortal and at some point, in some way you will die and you
acknowledge that.
4‐After that no one is sure what happens, or where your consciousness may go.
This atlas maps the journey of your consciousness after death based on the best
scientific information we have. This looks at what you believe scientifically, and
why you believe it.
A lot of people believe something and through science we seem to know
something, but no one has mapped all our information in one place. That is
exactly what we are doing here. So, your journey into this atlas of time, space and
consciousness begins here, when you die.
How you use this atlas is to go from your departure from earth, your death, to the
place you believe, be that a specific religion, or no religion, or something in
between. There you will see circles overlaying circles mentioning your friends,
science studies, and growing awareness. There are 13 tiles to this atlas, you are in
tile 1 explaining this, at the beginning of tile 2 you are dead beginning your trip to
whatever afterlife may await us.
The mathematics that supports this atlas and this science are laid out and point to
this model of consciousness being our reality. We understand that many of you
may not understand the math, what you will understand are the experiences that
make up the data points because someone in your family experienced one of the
many events that make up our data. Or it was you who experienced it.
Science has already proven the effect of prayer which is harmonic intent. This
science transcends military data acquisition capabilities to the heart of what we
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are, not a body that possess a soul, but rather a soul who lives through many
bodies. This atlas is a map of those journeys as verified by mathematics.
So as funny as this may sound, we are going to show you scientific proof of your
beliefs, at least some of them anyway.
You have just died, what happens next?

Proceed to Tile 2 Arrival in the afterlife after your death

Tile‐2
Arrival Afterlife‐Cloud
YOU

So, you’re dead. But because you believed in your religion you are aware and in
what you would call heaven.
Figure 1
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That’s your belief. But what are the facts as we can see them? Are there things
that we have studied or observations that we have that can tell us about what
happens next? Actually, there are.
That you, are just information. That information is your memory, your morals,
your situation, how you feel. All the religions say the same thing and call it a soul.
This is all structured information within you and within the cloud. You are after all
nothing but information. So, your specific piece of information meets…
A being of light. While there are myriad religious images showing angels and light,
this description comes from people who have died and been resuscitated. This
would amount to eye witness accounts but that type of thinking would have to be
quickly dismissed by real scientists. But how would real scientists look at all the
information? What would that collective look of not just life after death but
consciousness looks like? What would you think?
So that is what this atlas is, a series of maps that are interconnected, what
connects them is what our collective consciousness says our reality is. What the
common story is across all faiths, races, and peoples. Here is that Icon
Figure 2
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So, we are met by a being of light, may or may not meet relatives and after our
initial arrival are brough to the processing center. This is what you encounter. This
is the administration and processing procedure of the afterlife that you will
process through for those choosing to be reborn, or if you will, reincarnated. The
indication from all sources seems to indicate you can choose to be reincarnated
or not. So, let’s assume you want to be reincarnated. Here is the process.

1‐Departure from earth after your death2‐Homecoming‐meeting people you
know in the afterlife3‐Orientation‐adjusting to a condition of non‐local
consciousness4‐Transition‐arriving at your home group of souls5‐Placement‐
There are 6 levels of souls that indicate advancement6‐Life Selection‐Choosing
your new life on earth7‐Choosing a new body‐not just gender but health and
condition8‐Preparation for embarkation‐connecting with a group of souls you will
be traveling with9‐Rebirth
You are going to follow this path from your death to your next life in a moment.
First, I want to explain the sources from which this information is taken. Then we
will continue on your journey. This information was not culled from religious
literature but rather scientific observations.
There were 3 types used. First is NDE’s near death experiences, second is children
who remember prior lives and third is past life regression. You could dismiss these
stories as they have been in the past, but as information processing has grown,
we no longer can. The odds against chance calculations we use to determine our
reality from the sun coming up tomorrow morning, to batting averages to stock
prices tell us this is our reality. Let’s explain what these things are and give
examples of each.
For NDE’s take the case of Mellen‐Thomas Benedict, in 1982 Mellen‐Thomas
Benedict dies and for nearly 2 hours was monitored with no vital signs. His story
of his afterlife experience is full and complete and matches other NDE stories but
his particularly, because he was “dead” for so long, contains more information.
Early on this type of story was easy to dismiss, even though it supported the
concept of an afterlife and heaven, but it seems there are hundreds of millions of
NDE’s regardless of race or gender telling the same story. Raymond Moody’s the
cardiologist question still stands to this day. How could all these people who don’t
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know each other telling the same lie?’ So, we have millions of people
experiencing what they call a religious or spiritual event, when in actuality they
are non‐locally conscious.
A word about being non locally conscious, we all have it and experience it in
greater and lesser degrees based on our own appreciation of what it is and how
to use it. Another category that experiences non local consciousness is Children
who remember prior lives.
Well conducted studies indicate that about 4.2% of Americans have reported a
near death experience. The population of America is about 328 million people so
about 14 million people have reported NDE’s. But research has revealed that
most people do not immediately report an NDE experience so that would indicate
this number is much higher. If we extrapolate this to the global population of 7.5
billion, we have more than 300 million people experiencing NDE’s.
For Children who remember prior lives take the case of Suzanne Ghanem who
claimed she was Hanan Monsour.
Suzanne Ghanem was able to identify fifteen separate relatives and their relation
to her prior incarnation. The odds against chance of this happening are
exceptionally high, the equivalent of 15 heads coming up in a row in coin flips.
The higher the odds against chance, the more probable it is this is our reality,
even if it is unaccepted within the structure of our understanding. Her odds
against chance doing this as a child is off the charts.
When Hanan was twenty, she married Farouk Monsour, a member of a well‐to do
Lebanese family. Ten days after Hanan died, Suzanne Ghanem was born. Suzanne
Identified & Named 13 Past Life Family Members By the time she was two, she
had mentioned the names of her other children, her husband, Farouk, and the
names of her parents and her brothers from the previous lifetime—thirteen
names in all. In trying to locate Suzanne’s past life family, acquaintances of the
Ghanems made inquiries in the town where the Monsours lived. When they heard
about the case, the Monsours visited Suzanne. The Monsours were initially
skeptical about the girl’s claims. They became believers when Suzanne identified
all of Hanan’s relatives, picking them out and naming them accurately. Suzanne
also knew that Hanan had given her jewels to her brother Hercule in Virginia,
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prior to her heart surgery, and that Hanan instructed her brother to divide the
jewelry among her daughters. No one outside of the Monsour family knew about
the jewels. Before she could read or write, Suzanne scribbled a phone number on
a piece of paper. Later, when the family went to the Monsour’s home, they found
that the phone number matched the Monsour’s number, except that the last two
digits were transposed.
As Suzanne, Hanan was reunited with the Monsours, her past life family, and
demonstrated love and affection for Farouk, her past life husband. For them to
accept her as Hanan, Suzanne had to not just identify them but communicate
little known facts about her prior life.
The math: the odds against chance that a child between the ages of 2 and 4 as she
grew through this experience are simply so hi we have to accept this as true, even
though most people can’t. That is what this map is about, recalculating what we
think about consciousness against all the new things we are learning.

For past life regression take the case of the actor Glen Ford who not only
remembered a prior life as a music teacher, he remembered the town in Scotland
where he lived, his name, and went to the town and found the grave stone. The
man whose gravestone it was, was a music teacher who lived the life that Ford
described.
When Ford was approached about a movie about Dutch psychic Peter Hurkos, he
decided he should first study the topic. So, the fiftyfour‐year‐old actor witnessed
some demonstrations by Hurkos and interviewed experts, and in December 1975
he underwent three past‐life hypnosis sessions during which he described what
appeared to be five previous lives he had led. Dr. Maurice Benjamin conducted
the experiment before witnesses with a tape recorder running. The hypnotized
actor was regressed back to childhood and beyond, and he described what were
presumed to be memories of past lives. In the earliest experience, Ford described
himself as a bachelor music teacher named Charles Stewart of Elgin, Scotland,
who had died in 1892. Stewart had loved horses but had hated his job teaching
music to young schoolgirls. While being questioned about his life as Stewart, Ford
agreed to demonstrate his musical skills and played passages from Beethoven,
Mozart, and Bach. Ford later listened to the tapes of the interview with interested
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skepticism. He shared Stewart’s love of horses and had, since his early years, been
considered a natural with the animals. On the other hand, he could not play the
piano. His own theory was that perhaps Stewart’s antipathy to music and love for
horses had carried over to him.
Levels of organization in the afterlife as described by multiple people and
situations which are calculated as odds against chance. This means by that
calculation this is our reality. This is just our first step though in our travel through
the maps of this atlas.
Here are those icons
Figure 3

Those 3 observations, things we see, can’t explain, support our common religious
and by the measures we use to judge what our reality is tell us the common
narrative is our reality means this is proof that our consciousness transcends our
deaths and there is an afterlife.
Now here is the rub, what we are seeing with this idea is a mapping of that
conscious afterlife and an emerging scientific understanding of it. To accept this
new idea, one has to understand why and how. With our emerging knowledge of
information processing a process is emerging that will make us challenge our
beliefs and modify our global and individual actions based on this new
information and understanding of it.
So how this sorts out mathematically as this part of the proof is that the three
categories, we observe are each 100% certain using odds against chance
calculations and so they remained scientific anomalies that stood alone and
there was no way to connect them until you looked at them collectively as
fractal iterations. At that point a pattern began to emerge connecting all the
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narratives in a fractal lattice. When the fractal nature of geometry was
published in 1982 technology made a huge leap forward by using the new math
to reduce the size of antenna in a phone and increase data transmission. This
science is framing that future technological ability. So, what we are offering
here is a math proof that modifies out religious beliefs and how we govern
ourselves and open new cognitive horizons.

Using odds against chance set theory and fractals we create the most
mathematically possible model of reality. This math foundation goes directly to
coding and data management. We are at the end of the day nothing but
information, and how our individual fractal bit fits into the overall.
And here are why fractals are so important, mathematically they prove this model
is right. Nature doesn’t make one of anything so your being alive is one event in a
string of lifetimes for you.
You don’t need to understand the math to understand this is right. A fractal is an
iteration: one of: each is self‐similar. Leaves, branching patterns in trees and in
your lungs, your veins, you can see that. We believe in this afterlife and now our
ability to process information is confirming those beliefs and removing barriers
that exist between us and retard our growth and this propagates into how we
govern ourselves and model our future.
So instead of thinking you are body that has a soul, or a soul who inhabits a body
think of yourself as nothing but information. That’s all you are, organized
information. That information stays organized whether you have a body or not.
The math calculated as odds against chance across these 3 categories using a
meta‐analysis and a fractal determination means this is true and a certainty.
Figure 4
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What we find is that when we lay our common religious experiences over our
common observations
Figure 5

We get the following bullet points that affects us all equally
You will live multiple lives. At some point if you wish to stop reincarnating you
can. It is said you learn more and faster if you reincarnate but it is not a
requirement.
When you die you are not judged but evaluated, and you are part of that
evaluation process
It does not matter what religion you are or if you do not believe in a religion at all.
You can change religion from life to life.
It does not matter if you follow the religious law of a specific religion rigorously or
not and it does not matter if you change religions, what matters is that you are a
good person.
Souls change gender, younger souls tend to reincarnate in one gender
predominantly but older souls split their lives 50/50 between genders.
How would this information if accepted as the truth change the world right now?
Apostasy, blasphemy and celibacy would have to be written out of religious law
by forward thinking clerics. If you don’t think that is possible the Pope has now
accepted the fact that we might meet aliens. Would you have thought a pope
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would have said that 30 years ago? Things change, this is about figuring out and
keeping pace with that change.
So, we have seen that our observations support the religious view that there is an
afterlife and that the odds against chance calculations say this is a certainty. An
Atlas is a group of charts or map and to draw them we must cut and measure.
To do this we must see if the narrative of our hypothesis is a fractal of our real‐life
observations. Let start with transgenders. For the next diagram all you need to
know about transgender people is that they exist and are self‐determinant. That
means they self‐identify.
There are other categories to add to this emerging map of intersections that our
consciousness compartmentalizes. That is people who are transgender. We see
them in our reality present, but the narratives of how that conscious awareness
occurs is in the narratives of our observations group. Meaning stories emerge of
souls changing gender in the afterlife and we see people coming back claiming it
was so and having so much information about their past life we have that odds
against anomaly of the information being certain. The fact both realities, the
afterlife and our present point to a fractal alignment.
Figure 6

So how does all this life and death upload and download work? Five hundred
years ago we would have said magic or god. Today we say data management.
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So how does data management enter into the afterlife and belief. We can run
experiments to see if prayer works.
Let’s explain it this way, you were built with matter called cells, they were built
with atoms and they were built with quantum particles which are not particles at
all but vibrating bits of energy. That energy is organized into you. That energy is a
quantum state where both life and consciousness exit in another form. But still
you.
Now I want to introduce you to Stephan Schwartz and we are going to skim his
paper the 6 Protocols and I want to thank him personally for allowing me to do it.
His comments are in bold
THE NEUROSCIENCES A group of disciplines focuses on the local mind: the
neuroscience, the physiological mechanics of an organism's consciousness.
These scientists are often not interested in nonlocal consciousness and, indeed,
may believe it could not exist. Yet by pushing forward to the edge of the
physical, they have begun to unravel how the nonlocal becomes local in spite of
themselves because nonlocal awareness projects itself into the physiology of
their consciousness research.
This is because matter/chemistry/biology is built on physics as I explained before
Stephan began.
QUANTUM BIOLOGY, another new subdiscipline, posits the following: life is a
molecular process; molecular processes operate under quantum rules. Thus, life
must be a quantum process. Experimental evidence is beginning to accumulate
that this quantum view of life processes is correct.
Now all of this consciousness science turns on Plank’s assertion that
consciousness is fundamental and matter is derivative. That means you were
conscious before you were born and don’t remember, in fact those memories
fade in children who remember prior lives by the time they are 7 or even sooner,
for some they never forget. Back to Stephan.
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RESEARCH Exploring Planck's assertion is work that explicitly studies nonlocal
consciousness through experimentation. These studies fall basically into two
categories: nonlocal perception, the acquisition of information that could not be
known through psychological sense perception and nonlocal perturbation,
consciousness directly affecting matter, including therapeutic intention/
healing. Today there are six stabilized parapsychological protocols used in
laboratories around the world exploring these two categories of phenomena.

Under rigorous double or triple blind, randomized and tightly controlled
conditions, each of these six has independently produced six sigma results; six
sigma is one in a billion—1,009,976,678—or the 99.9999990699 percentile
To the non‐scientist this means it is 100% certain. Here are 6 areas we are
studying.
Nonlocal Perception Remote viewing. A double‐ or triple‐blind protocol in which
a participant is given a task that can be accomplished only through nonlocal
perception, the acquisition of information that could not be known with the
normal physiological senses because of shielding by time or space or both.
Sitting in a room 2000 miles away, in answer to the question “Please describe
the current circumstances and conditions of the target couple,” you could not
know they were at that moment standing beneath a waterfall in the mountains
of Columbia standing next to the water surrounded by greenery, watching two
flying parrots. But nonlocal perception can and has provided just such
information many thousands of times under conditions that even skeptics have
had to acknowledge are impeccable.
Ganzfeld. A protocol similar in intent to remote viewing in which an individual
in a state of sensory deprivation provides verifiable information about film clips
being shown at another location.
Presentiment. A measurable psychophysical response that occurs before actual
stimulation, such as the dilation of a participant's pupils while staring at
monitor screen before the pictures appears.
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Or, it is a change in brain function before a noise is heard.
Retrocognition/precognition. Many protocols also involve time dislocation to
the past or future to be successful. It is routine today to do remote viewing
experiments in which the session data are collected and judged against a
randomly chosen target set before the target in that set is randomly selected.
Nonlocal Perturbation Random event/number generator (REG/RNG) influence.
The REG protocol is actually two major protocols. The first constitutes studies in
labs where an individual intends to affect the performance of a physical system,
such as a random number generator.
Figure 7

CONCLUSION—TWO MODELS At present, models of consciousness can
essentially be subdivided into two distinct broad categories.
Models of the first type: physicalist models holding all consciousness as being
contained within an organism’s neuroanatomy.
Models of the second type: nonlocal models—historically conceived of as
esoteric/spiritual/or religious, and distinguished by the assumption that a
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significant aspect of consciousness is not limited to the neuroanatomy, hence
nonlocal.
This implies an awareness and intelligence and self‐reference after death, in short
what the religious would call a soul. That soul is comprised of ordered
information. As we have advanced through the last century, we have changed
how we handle information and where the future will go can be summarized by
this article from the MIT Technological Review. As both realistic and strange as it
seems we can draw 2 thoughts. That the model they present is incomplete and
once complete can be designed to.
In short, we will be able to upload and download ourselves to the cloud. What the
religions want you to believe and the technology and emerging model of
consciousness would support that this is happening to us already.
Figure 8

In each case it is the transfer of information. Our technology constantly changes
our belief system. Our science is proving a larger understanding of the universe
and where and how we fit in.

Whether you believe in a religion or not this model of death and rebirth or upload
and download is simply an information transfer. In fact, if you believe in a religion
this provides proof of your belief. If looking at this model not from the
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perspective of our parents but ourselves we have to realize that we are increasing
the amount of information we can both process and digitize.
Regarding the development of AI, by 2020 IBM is promising us a brain in a box.
The difference between human and artificial intelligence is that on the human
side we measure synaptic operations per second (SOPS) while on the AI side these
transactions are measured as floating‐point operations per second (FLOPS). That
means to create a brain in a box we will have artificially created something that is
two liters in size, has one kilowatt of power, and can do ten million transactions
per second, the same wattage and processing power of a human brain.
By 2035 artificial intelligence will be smarter than humans. When AI is smarter
than humans, what will it believe? How can we design a belief system for AI
without analyzing our own belief system? Will it choose to be a Muslim? A Hindu?
A Christian? When AI is smarter than us, will it have a religious belief system at
all? Will this emerging scientific model be it?
And therein is the social problem to be studied and addressed. How will an
intelligence smarter than us, within the lifetime of everyone living who is 50 or
less impact our society ad how do we manage that change? Funding in research is
our only defense if we wish to grow. So how do you fund that research so that it is
collective, cohesive and beneficial to all? Here then is a plan to do just that, it is
inclusive, logical and analytic and relies on cold metrics and an intent to produce
health and wellness.
The information that we are able to store and transfer is increasing. The point at
which we are able to digitize the amount of information contained in the human
mind is being measured.

But the model we have advanced indicates that this is already happening to us
and our development in data processing is a fractal expression of our reality. That
means there really is a heaven as we believe, but its structure as revealed by our
observations and experiences is more homogenous than our separated belief
system would indicate.
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The outer ring in the next diagram all points to a non local consciousness that
operates for all of us. It explains the efficacy of prayer, clairvoyance and a
consciousness of life after death.
The inner ring is our reality as represented by what we believe and what we see.
Figure 10

So where is the mind then? This from Stephan again.
“Recent evidence suggests that a variety of organisms may harness some of the
unique features of quantum mechanics to gain a biological advantage. These
features go beyond trivial quantum effects and may include harnessing
quantum coherence on physiologically important timescales.”
This work is of enormous importance because it is building step‐by‐step to the
most refined quantum physicality. But even its most ardent exponents
recognize that it has not given us the fullness of the mind. It has not answered
what CU Smith of the Vision Sciences Laboratory at Aston University calls the
“hard problem”—the neural correlates of consciousness (NCC).
The neural correlates of consciousness may not be physiological after all, but the
energy measured in our bodies by devices such as the EKG and MRI. That energy
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exists in our bodies in something call microtubules and George Hammond in the
following excerpts explains how we theorize microtubules cause life after death.

What this simply means is that we are measuring the energy in the microtubules
and are deconstructing its code like the code we write and send on a trip to be
stored in the cloud.
With this energy you are alive, you are present, without it you are dead and gone.
But the energy is still you and present in an 11‐dimension reality and it returns to
confine itself to 3 spatial dimension s and one temporal dimension.
What we are is our own code.
It is theorized that code is carried in the energy of the microtubules in your body.
Please use the link to read the 650‐word paper from George Hammond explaining
this. It fuses biology and physics within your consciousness

How Microtubules Cause Life After Death
Georg Hammond

Dreams are simply daydreaming while asleep. Dreams however are visual
hallucinations as opposed to mere visual recall. This profound difference is caused
by sleep, the fact that we are in an altered state of consciousness while asleep.
Life after death is the same thing…microtubule‐dreaming is a far different state of
consciousness than ordinary waking…and in this case it is a full blown (all 5‐
senses) hallucinatory world called heaven. This phenomenological similarity
between dreaming and Life After Death is remarkable…and is certainly the
original historical argument for the existence of Life after death. Quite recently a
”2nd line of argument” has now become the existence of “microtubule
consciousness” so called…and its super phenomenal characteristics which actually
makes such a thing as Life after death scientifically plausible! For those not
familiar with microtubules let me brief you. It’s been recently discovered neurons
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are full of microscopic hollow tubes called microtubules and light travels through
them and memory is recorded in them by light.
Microtubules remain alive for 30 minutes after death, and I believe that Life After
Death is caused by these optical signals. Light is so fast it can download a 3 year
(proper time) Afterlife in a split second just like a computer downloads a 3 hour
movie in a few seconds. The uT system must store neuronal sequences otherwise
you wouldn’t be able to remember anything. Ordinarily these memories are
“recalled” at the uT level and played back slowly by the microtubule system at
neuronal speed, but it could play them back at full microtubule speed in a special
channel, if say, the neuronal system which normally receives them was
discovered to be dead (flatlined)! So this must be what the microtubule Life After
Death channel does…it plays back 3 years of 100Hz neuronal memory at
microtubule speed, 1015 Hz, in 0.1millisecond…a trillion to 1 speedup, but in this
case the neuronal system is no longer “you, the observer”, the microtubule
system is! Therefore, the observer’s “proper time” is the same for this new “uT
observer”! So while the bedside observer sees the person die in a dew seconds,
the dearly departed would spend 3 years in Heaven (his wrist watch time) during
the same instant. While this may seem amazing to non‐scientific readers, it is
routine to Relativity physicists who experimentally see it in atomic physics
experiments every day. So, this microtubule system is so fast, it can actually beat
death! Any kind of death…even a lightning bolt!

Finally, the all‐important argument for this theory, is the notion that while the
neuronal system cannot produce a “glorified body”, the microtubule system can.
The reason for this I believe is because the existing neurons that would have been
connected to the “missing growth deficit body cells” are not capable of actually
“firing” so they never appear in a dream (the former fact is evidenced by the rare
but well know accidental firing of these unconnected neurons causing a
congenitally missing phantom limb to suddenly appear, full sized). So while we
never achieve a glorified body in a dream, I believe the microtubule system inside
these normally “inactive growth deficit neurons” is largely functional so that the
microtubule system as a whole, does possess a “glorified body” (a phantom fully
grown body similar to a phantom limb), but quite obviously the only place it could
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appear is in the afterlife, since it is exclusively a microtubular phantom. It appears
to me then entirely scientifically plausible, that we do end life as angels in a
spiritual world! Therefore, I conclude from this startling new evidence, that Life
after Death, is today scientifically very plausible!
George Hammond Hyannis Sept. 30, 2017

http://www.thescienceofreincarnation.org/wp‐
content/uploads/2020/11/Microtubules.pdf
What we are seeing at work here is called a fractal process. We see fractals in the
branching patterns of lungs and trees we also see fractals in processes like the
upload and download of information to the cloud and the upload and download
of our information to the afterlife. Our model now looks like this with the energy
from the microtubules.
Figure 11
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This energy is you, this non‐local energy. By becoming alive it/you limits your
senses so you can taste coffee and feel sexy. These feelings do not exist in the
way they do here in an 11‐dimension space where you are the energy that you
call your soul. This is what this scientific proof is, its hypothetical, but it is clearly
the most clear and concise explanation of our perceived reality backed up by the
mathematics that underlies our facts. Around this truth we posture from our own
cognitive bias.
This comes all together in a paper published recently that describes how the
quantum soul operates…theoretically. The following is from the abstract

The concept of consciousness existing outside the body (e.g. near‐death and out‐
of body experiences, NDE/OBEs, or after death, indicative of a ‘soul’) is a staple of
religious traditions but shunned by conventional science because of an apparent
lack of rational explanation. However conventional science based entirely on
classical physics cannot account for normal in‐the‐brain consciousness. The
Penrose‐Hameroff ‘Orch OR’ model is a quantum approach to consciousness,
connecting brain processes (microtubule quantum computations inside neurons)
to fluctuations in fundamental spacetime geometry, the fine‐scale structure of
the universe. Recent evidence for significant quantum coherence in warm
biological systems, scale‐free dynamics and end‐of‐life brain activity support the
notion of a quantum basis for consciousness which could conceivably exist
independent of biology in various scalar planes in spacetime geometry. Sir Roger
Penrose does not necessarily endorse such proposals which relate to his ideas in
physics. Based on Orch OR, we offer a scientific hypothesis for a ‘quantum soul’.

https://galileocommission.org/the‐quantum‐soul‐a‐scientific‐hypothesis‐
hameroff‐chopra‐2012/
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So our model would have to add the component of the universe within which we
operate, here represented by a torus, and your consciousness built upon all the
operations and scientific conditions we have described.

Figure 12

There are 2 conclusions to this information. First the mathematical model
presented on the science is incontrovertible as being the best and most likely
representation of our reality. How you personally react to this and the depth of
your understanding of it depends on the generation you are from. There is no set
of alternative facts that even come close to incorporating how consciousness
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functions within the materialist dimensions, as opposed to the quantum
dimensions and then presents a unified model.
This information should change society in the coming generations beginning now.
We are all effected equally and with the impending data improvements coming
from AI, which is predicted to be smarter than us within 20, and CRISPER,
modifying us genetically we will step out on a landscape that if we as a race are
not cohesive on it will spell out ultimate doom. If you are under 35, this means
you.
What has to change is governance. Not who runs governments. For the model to
work it has to be win win, because when global trouble arrives it affects us all and
all of us are part of the solution.

Religious law has to be rewritten globally by forward thinking clerics removing
such sanctions as Apostasy, Blasphemy and Celibacy. If the Pope can acknowledge
the possibility of aliens, we can all acknowledge leaving a religion is no cause for a
death sentence and joining one should not require a normal bodily function, or
cutting off a body part.
Finally, a common constitution needs to be written based on wellness and
wealthness. Politicians globally can look to this common constitution to take
articles from it and import those articles into their own constitutions, knowing
that scientifically the way the articles of the common constitution are written is
the most optimal way to write a constitution to produce a healthy society. At its
core the original French Bill of Rights should look very much like individual
guarantees given to very individual by the global banking system. The global
economy would be robust given this case and Humanity would truly be able to
leave earth.
What are we saying here and how does the effect you in one paragraph that’s
easy to understand? We are saying you are the energy, not the body you
currently wear. That the people engaged in drawing this map are like Magellan
charting America. That this information changes how we worship, how we rewrite
our religious laws throwing our apostasy, blasphemy and celibacy religious law. It
changes how we govern ourselves in writing a constitution based on wellness that
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counties can adopt portions of to the scientific and factual benefit of all citizens
rich and poor alike because all should be engaged in this noblest of human work,
the exploration of ourselves.
Need to do research on this, let’s look at where that research has been done and
where it’s going by looking at the institutions doing the research and what needs
to be done.
To do that we need to fund research. Here’s how.
Proceed to tile 3 Present life
Tile‐3
Present Life
The Research Institutions
Note to reader
The University Consortim and the section here on time is a work in progress. Also the terms and
conditions of the investorors is also a work in progress. This will be updated shortly.

Tile 3 has two intertwining threads. First it explains the research that has already
been done and where it has been done and second what needs to be done and
how to fund it. In order to map non local consciousness, we have to map the
research facilities and then design a plan for what each needs to do.
The Institutions listed below have all done Consciousness Research but a total
map of their intersecting points has never been compiled. The list includes
Colleges and Universities who have contributed to non‐local consciousness
research in the past, and what they have done. The list also includes organizations
both governmental and NGO who are doing work in the non‐local consciousness
field now and how that work has to coalesce to provide us with a better picture of
our reality.

To have a point on any of our interrelated maps a point must have an odds
against chance probability of 100% and be substantiated by multiple sources.
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There are 2 purposes of this atlas. 1‐To map consciousness across all its
manifestations. 2‐To direct funding to universities who are willing to expand the
work of those Universities whose prior work has made this atlas possible.

To begin the list, we are going to start with what we could call legacy schools.
They are schools who are pioneers in emerging scientific fields and their collective
work needs cross disciplinary studies done.
1‐University of Edinburgh

2‐ Duke The math department‐odds against chance JB Rhine
3‐ University of Toronto Clairvoyant Archeology
4‐University of Miami‐Past Life Regression‐Weiss. The structure of the transition
points in tile 3 explain how our consciousness moves from death to rebirth. This is
not supposition. Repeated individuals have described this process in detail and
has been confirmed as a structure by Michael newtons research. The odds against
chance of this structure described in the same words and terms by thousands of
people make it a point on our afterlife cloud map. How this structure
interconnects with the overall structure of consciousness and is buttressed by it
can only be seen by being able to look at the entire structure at one time.
5‐UVA University of Virginia‐Children who remember prior lives. This research has
been going on for 60 years and the odds against chance of this being accurate is
100%. There are two issues here, one it supposes we reincarnate. Two the word
reincarnation is an anathema to science and scientific research. That must finally
be put to rest and science must follow the scientific model in its examination of
this data, that takes more than courageous scientists, it takes willing investors
who search for truth and knowledge. The fact that the studies at UVA support the
Miami model brings us to a new point outside of transit points in tile 3, it brings
us to soul groups as an independent place for souls to aggregate. These soul
groups will be mapped in tile 4
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6‐ UNLV‐Near death Experiences‐Moody. NDE’s University of Nevada Near Death
Experiences‐‐NDERF The Near‐Death Experience Research Foundation

TIFACS supports the study of time. An explanation for both billionaires and
scientists why consciousness research should be funded for 450 million dollars
and how to do it now.
Note to reader: There is argument about this section for the boundaries it crosses
without regard to proper scientific documentation. What this explanation does do
is simplifies a very complicated topic into understandable concepts and the
ramifications of those concepts.
Let me explain time in the simplest terms, and its two most important
manifestations that we must deal with. One, time is a totality and two we are
running out of time.
Time as a totality. We see time sequentially but it exists like every other
dimension as a totality. All of up exists all at once, each spatial dimension all exists
right now within the confines of and our understanding of an expanding universe
in a multi‐dimensional model.
If time is to be considered a dimension like the others, then it too exists as a
totality. This means 1927 exists as a place in this model. Just as I can visit a place
spatially now, I can visit 1927 as a place, I just lack the technology. One note, this
location is in a wave form, we see it non locally so it has a fixed non local address.
My moment of this understanding came in the Russell Targ/Pat Price incident at
SRI where Price was remote viewing and saw the target field in the test but saw
things behind it, at the moment invalidating his response.
The target field was in Palo Alto
One of the truly astonishing examples of remote viewing in "Miracles of Mind"
involved Pat Price, the man who drew the sketch of the Soviet weapons factory he had
never seen.
Price was also used in local remote viewing experiments. In the experiments, Price
would sit in the shielded room with Targ, while other SRI staff would drive to a
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location within a half-hour of SRI. Once they arrived at the site, Price would try to
determine where they were and what they were looking at.
In one of those experiments, the SRI staff went to Rinconada Park in Palo Alto, by the
swimming pool.
Price began sketching the park, putting in the pool and adjoining building, some trees
and a road. But then he also drew in a large water tower with water tanks and he told
Targ that the site was a water purification plant.
Targ and others thought that Price simply erred in his remote viewing. After all, he
did get part of the site correct.
"For years we had assumed he made up an erroneous water purification plant," Targ
writes. But in 1995, Targ was looking through Palo Alto's centennial annual report.
In the report, on page 22, there was a photograph of the old municipal waterworks,
built at what is now Rinconada in 1913.
"In reality, he had looked back 50 years in time and told us what had been there at the
time, before the swimming pool complex was even built," Targ writes.

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/weekly/morgue/monthly/1998_Apr_1.MIND.ht
ml
It wasn’t till years later that Targ who lived in Palo Alto saw an historical brochure
with water tanks behind the field that had been taken down at the time of the
test. Price saw what he was looking for and, in the background, saw what the field
looked like in 1927.
A world class viewer will "see" the target maybe 60% of the time, on average. If
different remote viewers are seeing the same thing, then this information has
organization and structure. Since we are viewing it non locally and the
information is there for multiple viewers to view then it has organization. If there
is no organization there is nothing to view.
To see the same image, time then becomes a measurement of distance to an
image that has a non‐local location.
If we equate mass to ordered information that mass is in place at its location. In
short 1927 has mass. Now we are mapping. And that is the point of these initial
studies, a practical map and guide to the 4th dimension which contain non local
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observations from SRI, from UVA, from University of Miami from UNLV, from
University of Toronto, from Princeton and so many more.
A map contains everything we see non‐ locally and we see 1927 and all other
manifestations of non‐local consciousness.
Now the Dick Tracy wristwatch which was theory and the apple watch
introduction were about 60 years apart. The theory of time I just articulated is not
proven, just a theory, a hypothesis, but the map of 1927 being a point that exists
in some form we can see exists in fiction just like the Dick Tracy wrist watch exists
in fiction.
Now we are marketing to and explaining to the 2200 billionaires of the world the
risks we face and the opportunities they can have in a model of research that will
change the world as fast as climate change can cook and kill billions of animals of
sea life, in short in a weekend. So, there are two types of time we are discussing,
how physicists view time and how much of it we have left before this planet’s
society collapses as per the 1972 MIT study predicting 2040 and the updated
study which supports that initial study. To create a sale there has to be both a
need and an urgency.
Time has mass?
If the fabric of space time has measurable energy in each parsec intrinsically
regardless the amount, and it like up down and sideways contain and are of
themselves made up of energy that has measurable mass then time has mass.
What we don’t know is how to define that mass and if we study it meaningfully,
we shatter our current understanding of life, death, our beliefs and ourselves.
Now the map contains all points of non‐local perception. That includes our own
consciousness. There are social ramifications to this type of study and if you think
critical race theory drew opposition this will blow people’s heads off, yet it is real
science.
By meaningful we have to recognize the risks we face. Two examples, one you
cannot be a white supremist and believe that the science on reincarnation is fact
regardless of statistical or fractal math proofs. There is no ideological argument
against racism and reincarnation science advances one because if we just look at
one case, a southern white boy remembers dying in a fire in a Chicago hotel as a
black woman 30‐40 years before and his facts of the event something he could
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not at 5 have known are true, historically and strategically regarding the events of
her death.
Second this science deradicalizes religion across both Christianity and Islam in the
next generation. The science is the science and this science challengers anyone to
bring forward a more fact‐based narrative. The scientists don’t have to say a
word, they have to accept a new one. Reincarnation. It is the entry way for those
with poor educations and weak minds to grasp a very difficult subject and relate
in a mundane way. What risks are we willing to take and what ones do we face to
do what all scientists should do, find truth and improve the condition of
humanity. It’s a dirty business outside the ivory towers and its hard to keep the
lab coats clean. That’s what I mean by meaningful.
This is both marketing and teaching. By explaining time in this way, it now
becomes a measure of distance and gives 1927 a street address for the traveler.
Ordered information contains/has a structure, disordered information does not.
When we see structure when we look, in this case first with Pat Price and then
60% of the other viewers there is something in that spot to be seen. We say time
has mass is because that spot has a structure even when we cannot see that
structure nor understand it. But we can go to it every time but only 60% of our
best can do that.
We couldn’t globally navigate until we brought an accurate measure of time to
our sailing ships. This here is not so much about reincarnation as dimensionality.
Your experiments cross dimensional boundaries and that is at the limit of our
current meta paradigm.
John Kennedy said “We will go to the moon” He didn’t know how; he wasn’t a
scientist but he galvanized an effort and so much derivative good came from it.
He didn’t say I cannot guarantee the ROI he inspired people to do it.
Consciousness research needs just that sort of inspiration in an easy‐to‐
understand way. Consciousness research needs to galvanize action the way
Kennedy did, by setting overarching goals and speaking with one collective voice
to our 2200 potential billionaire doners.
So, when I say time has mass, I am trying to explain simply very complicated
concepts and market opportunities so I can get funding all in the same thought.
Now Branson just went into space and Bezos will soon follow and then all the rest
of us. Where are we going to go Mars? At first but time having mass gives the any
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point in the universe a street address just like the Star date on Star trek and I have
just explained it better than any more scientific explanation because I can raise
money on it. That is my job. It will take 70 years, if we focus on past time lines
from fiction and thought to reality. Jules Verne rocket to the moon to the first
space shot 70 years more or less. That is the projected time line I would
guesstimate, the same as the apple watch. So, this proposal for money starts with
a 450‐million‐dollar funding tranche and is projected to run 70 years.
Now billionaires, this project needs 450 million dollars. It also needs the discipline
of a cohesive effort uninterrupted by private interest be they ideological or
pecuniary and the flexibility to follow the scent of a scientific trail.
The 450 million is the first tranche. The second one will be over a billion. Then
access to the stars opens. The returns will be similar to the NASA moonshot, new
technologies will come as well as failures. The returns, the ROI, on your individual
small investments will be generational and will succeed if the organization doing
the work has a decentralized structure.
Past performance is no indication of future growth. Was that T Rowe Price who
said that in an ad?
Inside those parameters the billionaires can make a can make a lot of money. The
commercial applications of the NASA effort which started with Kennedy’s we will
go to the moon speech delivered September 1961 and the date we arrived on the
moon July 1969 galvanized an effort that is lacking with consciousness research
because there is no galvanizing mission. Whether you are in space traveling or
dying and being reincarnated you have to deal with dimensionality and doing one
and denying the other is doing research with one eye closed.
Now back to the billionaires, no one here gives any guarantee, promise
suggestion or indication you will ever get a return on your money. Our stated
structure for this organization is next, it’s a 501(c)3. That means all discoveries are
public but as doners you get the early look as do our members and you have
resources to take the interim discoveries to market just like anyone one else. But
your individual 5 million gives you access, and the reciprocal is scientists access to
resources both monetary and physical. Scientists’ billionaires have labs and
equipment we can use. Billionaires, what do you have labs for if not to discover
things?
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"Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth
to evolution." Albert Einstein
If scientists want 450 million then your knowledge is limiting and you have to
explain yourself to the imagination of the billionaire doners. And who will get the
money?
Universities with faculty who are familiar with these protocols include Duke,
Princeton, Edinburgh, University of Virginia, and University of Arizona.
Included in our research roadmap are organizations that need funding. These
NGO’s include the Institute of Noetic Sciences, the Rhine Research Center and
IRVA The International Remote Viewing Association.
US government organizations who funded the research at SRI International
include the NSA, CIA, FBI, and the US Navy but mostly DIA and the Army. These
organizations may have some interest in our program and may also be willing to
fund research presented as part as an overall roadmap and plan. At the end of the
day what we are doing is common to any community or town, creating a
masterplan to advance all forms of consciousness research and not just those that
are sanitary, and by that, I mean meaningful. If the model “proves
mathematically” reincarnation then both evangelical white supremist and the
Wahhabis will have to adjust to the new paradigm like they went from the
sword/simitar to the IED. I’m sure they will still find a way to kill each other.
We now have defined a new paradigm that has consequences, major ones and
regardless of the amount of money you have you are in this like the rest of us.
Let’s define the risks we face, and decide which risks we should take.
I said there were 2 components of time I would explain. The first was that time
was a totality. It all exists at once. The second is we are running out of time
because the threats we face, global warming for instance require a course
correction and the meaningful research I describe, an argument against white
supremacy or radical religion impedes our ability to work intelligently and
cohesively on the problems all of us face. One billion sea creatures were cooked
to death in extreme heat in British Columbia in a weekend. The collapse of
the Amazon rainforest is inevitable if Jair Bolsonaro remains president of Brazil,
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academics and environmental activists have warned amid a fresh government
assault on protections for the forest.
So, time is a totality leading to a more expansive future if time doesn’t run out on
us all. I hope I have explained time so you understand it.

What does the University Consortium have to do to participate?
Very little to begin just exhibit a willingness to participate and articulate an overall
map of consciousness’s manifestations. The non‐local map will show entry points
to non‐local consciousness and place them on a spherical grid interconnecting
known points to have similarities. This includes reincarnation, remote viewing,
microtubules, DNA, religious neurology, and all other avenues of approach. It is to
be inclusive and all points of entry are candidates for funding and preferences will
be given to interdisciplinary studies. So, the effort is to connect all the disparate
points of non‐local consciousness into one cohesive map and then present a 450‐
million‐dollar plan to fund and interconnect all the research on consciousness.
With an expressed willingness from the administration and scientists at the
University of Arizona to be the first hub and understanding that this organization
of which they will be a founding member (501(c)3 will include other universities
and specific departments either by actual current study or legacy studies
(perspective candidates for funding include UNLV NDE’s, University of Toronto
Clairvoyant Archeology, or UVA Tucker/Stevenson)
The organization will be called the Institute for Advanced Consciousness
Research. Its web address is www.TIFACS.org.

TIFACS Schools Today
A map of non‐local consciousness. If psi has been proven then what is the
landscape that exists non locally and cognitively?
What the science of reincarnation is the culmination of various disparate
disciplines in science coming together to form a specific science, the study of
reincarnation. How this came about and how this science is operating today can
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be found in the schools doing research under various scientific disciplines. These
disciplines can be called computer science, electro biology, archeology or
consciousness science. In order for us to map this science we have to break it
down into its component parts. The model is each school has different disciplines
to work in but then the schools have to come together for common symposiums
and cross discipline studies. This list will grow and become more refined over
time.
The first thing you need is a research hub to support the satellite studies. Dean’s
first comment was as follows.
Who does the money go? How are charitable donations divided up?
At the present time, the most probable candidate for the consortium hub is the
University of Arizona, in Tucson. Their existing Center for Consciousness Studies,
which is the host for the biennial "The Science of Consciousness" conferences, is
one of the world's most‐recognized academic centers for interest in this field. We
also have a one‐degree‐of‐freedom link to the president of that university, and
given that all universities today are in need of cash given the covid
disruptions, they are going to be far more open to our proposal than they might
have been in more "normal" times.
Other universities with faculty who would probably want to participate in our
consortium will likely include the Univ. of Virginia (the DOPS people), the Univ. of
Colorado at Boulder, West Georgia University, University of Washington, and
possibly Columbia, Harvard, Stanford, Univ of California at Irvine, Cambridge (UK),
Oxford (UK), Padua (Italy), and a rash of others.
Proposed Hub: University of Arizona, Tucson
Short list of universities with faculty who are likely to participate in our
consortium. In each case, one or more faculty have been identified who we are
95% certain will want to join this effort. Once this gets off the ground, I suspect
that faculty at hundreds of universities and institutes around the world will want
to join.
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U of Virginia
U of Colorado at Boulder
U of West Georgia
U of Washington
U of British Columbia
U of California at Irvine
Georgia Institute of Technology
Brown U
Columbia U
Harvard U
Stanford U
Chapman U
Rice U
Linköping University (Sweden)
Witten/Herdecke University (Germany)
University of Zurich (Switzerland)
U of Edinburgh (UK)
U of London (UK)
U of Cambridge (UK)
U of Padua (Italy)
U of Adelaide (Australia)
Related organizations:
Galileo Commission (see this whole website, it explains what we're aiming at)
especially see this link:
https://galileocommission.org/about/#partners
and this link, which shows many other universities with faculty who are interested
in these ideas:
https://galileocommission.org/advisers/
What are they going to do with it, what are our initial goals?

The consortium will host an initial two‐year discovery phase to explore the case
for a more expansive study of consciousness, mapping the current landscape, the
theoretical and empirical challenges, and the opportunities (basic science,
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educational, applications). From that in‐depth analysis, recommendations for
future efforts will be made. Much of the case for this effort is discussed in the
Galileo Commission report: https://galileocommission.org/report/
The basic idea is that scientists and scholars are beginning to acknowledge that
materialism ‐‐ the highly effective scientific worldview developed over the last 3
centuries ‐‐ is not adequate to explain all aspects of reality. This is leading to
reconsideration of other worldviews and a revisioning of materialism as not the
only way to understand reality, but a special case of a more expansive worldview.
Given the history of ideas, the evolution of worldviews is expected to occur as we
collectively learn more about the nature of reality. The "new" worldview places
obvious aspects of reality like consciousness front and center, and it includes
commonly reported experiences that have been ignored or explained away by
academia, including mystical, spiritual, and psychic experiences. These are no
longer seen as merely interesting anomalies, but as fundamental aspects of reality
that must be taken into account to gain a more comprehensive understanding of
who and what we are.
The need for this effort is not merely academic. The world today is based on the
doctrine of materialism, and a persuasive case can be made that the many and
increasingly deadly consequences of that nihilistic doctrine now threaten our very
extinction if we do not gain a better understanding of reality and our role in it.

Bob has suggested that the chair of consciousness be called the Dumbledore Chair
of Consciousness Studies and is asking Daniel Radcliff to head a campaign to
procure 5 million dollars in funding for that chair and that this department of
consciousness studies study transgender cognition and as a interdisciplinary
mapping study compare that to children who remember prior lives as categorized
at UVA under Stevenson/Tucker and also connect to past life regression studies
done by Weiss at the University of Miami. All math analysis can be done at Duke.
Additional notes
Research dollars shall be available for AI and CRISPR development.
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Tile 4

Terms and Conditions
This is a rough sketch and needs to be discussed how we will present this. The
math is not done with a fine point.
The format that will be presented to our first investor will be as follows:
We propose as follows
All money will be handled by Foundation
Foundation Group, 2451 Atrium Way, Suite 300, Nashville, TN 37214, United
States
Our law firm would be Fox Rothchild in West Palm Beach Florida, our Attorney
there would be Mike Hyett.
Money distributes as follows.
Nothing is distributed without approval of the doner.
We get a proposed 5 million grant from our founding donor. Money distributes as
follows
2% goes to the salesman‐This sales agreement can be split among sales people so
the 2% can be 1% and 1% but sales set ups like this have to be memorialized in
advance.
3% goes to IASOR/TIFACS internal overhead.
Total to IASOR/TIFACS for sales and acquisition costs and operations 5% of all
money collected to $450,000,000.
The University gets 95% of that $450,000,000
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That leaves 95% to the university. In this example means the university gets
4,750,000 of the $5,000,000 unit donations. That money is subject to TIFACS
terms and conditions that the money is project dedicated or department specific
and the money is not to be pirated by other agendas.
Then 25% of the 4,750,000 number goes to university overhead. The University
accepting this has to agree to our terms and conditions which will grow. To begin
with we have naming rights to the chair or consciousness, at the University of
Edinburgh it might be the Dumbledore chair but at University of Nevada it might
be the Sandy Alderson chair. That means the administration gets 1,187,500 (25%
of the 4,750,000 mil). We also get design criteria input to be negotiated with the
science department doing the work, we are after all providing the road map. The
research being done is part of a larger program designed and implemented by the
scientists themselves incorporating all disciplines of this science.
In our example the science department and project would get $3,562,500.
So net the departments get 71.25% of the donor money.
The way it works for the investors is as follows. They sign a revocable pledge and
a non‐refundable check for $50,000 to the law firm listed above. That $50,000
gets them grant requests from different areas of cognitive science be it quantum
biology, Artificial intelligence or remote viewing. The list is considerable. So, the
investor can choose his area. Secondly with the 5 million dollar grant the investor
can name a chair after himself, and additionally the grant requestor names the
institution where he will carry out his work, so the investor can specifically fund
Stanford or Princeton or a specific area.
Once the project is approved the remaining funds are transferred. The grant
request should be calculated as 71.25% of the total funds requested as it will be
subject to the terms and conditions above.
Now my intention is to do that 90 times.
There are provisions and benefits to making a $10,000,000 donation.
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A disclaimer needs to be put in place to throttle back the expectations of
investors in regard to immediate return. That said the investors have first access
to derivative IP.
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